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ABSTRACT
Objectives. A prospective, open label, multicenter clinical trial confirmed the functionality of a new spinal
cord stimulation (SCS) system for the treatment of chronic, intractable pain of the trunk and/or limbs.
Materials and Methods. Sixty-five subjects tested a rechargeable 16-channel SCS system with individual
current control of each contact on one or two percutaneous eight-contact epidural leads. After baseline
measurements, subjects were tracked on pain ratings and complication rates for up to 18 months.
Results. After a trial period, 75% of subjects underwent permanent implantation of the entire SCS system. More
than one-half the implanted subjects experienced 50% or greater relief of pain after permanent implantation;
some subjects reported relief of 90% or more of their pain. The most common complications after permanent
implantation were lead migration, uncomfortable stimulation, and component failure; most resolved after
reprogramming or device replacement. Conclusions. The new SCS system provided good pain relief to a
majority of subjects, and the results confirm a favorable safety and efficacy profile for the SCS system.
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Introduction
Debilitating chronic pain is estimated to affect
between 2% and 40% of the American population between the ages of 18 and 75 years, based

on a review of the epidemiological literature (1).
Injuries to the peripheral or central nervous
system can result in the loss of normal inhibition
or the loss of spontaneous neural activity. The
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resulting neuropathic pain is oftentimes resistant to medical or surgical intervention. When
treating chronic pain, treatments should be
prescribed according to a carefully considered
continuum of care, based on the principle of less
invasive and less costly first (2). Pain refractory
to more conservative management using
cognitive and behavioral therapies, functional
restorative therapies, complementary medical
practice, or the use of analgesic medications
may require more aggressive therapies such as
nerve blocks, neuroablation, surgery to stabilize
the spine, and implantable drug pumps (3 –7).
For patients who fail conservative pain management strategies, spinal cord stimulation (SCS)
has proved to be an effective therapy for the
treatment of chronic, intractable pain in the
trunk and/or limbs (8,9). In the United States,
SCS is most commonly used for treating back
and leg pain arising from failed back surgery
syndrome (FBSS), and pain associated with
complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) (10–
12). Worldwide, indications commonly treated
with SCS include angina pectoris, peripheral
vascular disease, low back pain, spinal and nerve
root lesions, spinal stenosis, perineal pain, and
urological diseases (10). The gate control theory in which noxious afferent activity is masked
by the non-noxious sensations produced by stimulation, is often used to explain the mechanism
behind the efficacy of spinal cord stimulation
(13). However, this theory inadequately describes
the mechanism by which non-nociceptive pain
is relieved by SCS, which may involve changes in
neurotransmitter release or receptor expression
(14,15). Modern SCS systems utilize a multicontact lead or leads placed over the dorsal
columns of the spinal cord within the epidural
space. Lead placement is guided by fluoroscopy
and patient feedback regarding the topography
of paresthesias. Patient-perceived concordant
paresthesia overlapping the area of pain is
essential for success of this therapy.
Prior to 2004, SCS systems utilized current- or
voltage-control that was split across all contacts.
This study is the first efficacy report of a multicenter, prospective, open-label clinical trial using
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a new SCS system, the Precision™ (Advanced
Bionics/Boston Scientific, Valencia, CA, USA).
Portions of these data have been published
previously in abstract form (16).

Methods
Device Description
The implantable pulse generator (IPG) is 55 ×
45 × 11 mm and can accept one or two eightcontact percutaneous lead(s) or a paddle-type
lead (however, for this study, all subjects used
percutaneous leads). The system features 8 or
16 individually controlled current-driven contacts,
and it has the capacity to deliver up to 12.7 mA
current-controlled, asymmetrical, biphasic, chargebalanced stimulation pulses to each contact with
a total of 20 mA across all contacts. The available
stimulation rates range from 2 to 1200 Hz, and
available pulse widths range from 10 to 1000 µsec.
Patients implantated with Precision periodically
recharge the implant battery with a radio frequency
charging unit, and control their stimulation with
a remote control unit.
This SCS system’s independent current control of each contact theoretically allows current
to be fractionalized across contacts; that is, a
percentage of the total current is delivered across
each of multiple contacts to vary the volumes of
activation (17). In this way, electrical fields can
be steered to specific regions of the spinal cord
using a joystick principle based on patient feedback (18). In all SCS systems, lead orientation
and contact array geometries can determine the
extent of nerve fibers activated by spinal cord
stimulation (19). By electrically producing a
variety of electrode configurations, current fractionation in this system is hypothesized to allow
more precise overlap of paresthesia with painful
areas. However, this study addresses only the
pain relief afforded by the new system and does
not support any claims specific to the technology.
Subjects
Sixty-five subjects were recruited from investigators’ practices under ethics committee
approval at seven geographically diverse clinical
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pain-management sites in the United States.
All subjects were assigned unique identification
codes for confidentiality.
The safety and health of the subjects was of
primary concern in conducting this study, which
was conducted pursuant to the Declaration of
Helsinki. At all times, investigators followed the
approved study plan and abided by all Good
Clinical Practice requirements and any Institutional Review Board regulations.
To be considered for study entry, subjects
were required to be 18 years old or older, be
diagnosed with chronic, intractable pain of the
trunk and/or limbs (e.g., FBSS, intractable low
back pain, and leg pain) as determined by a
physician, have pain of a known and identifiable
cause as determined by a physician, have a minimum pain score of 5 on the visual analog scale
(VAS), be refractory to more conservative
therapies as determined by a physician (e.g.,
biofeedback, nonimplanted stimulator devices,
behavioral therapy, pharmacologic therapy,
functional restoration, etc.), be an appropriate
candidate for surgery, be capable of giving
informed consent, and be capable and willing
to follow all study related procedures.
Additionally, the following criteria were
exclusionary: being unable to operate the system either by self or caregiver, pregnancy or
plans to become pregnant during the study, a
history of coagulopathy or bleeding disorder,
participation in any clinical investigation that
could conflict with the requirements of this
study, another active implantable device regardless of whether stimulation is on or off, or life
expectancy of less than one year.
All subjects underwent a temporary trial period.
Each subject was required to demonstrate adequate (i.e., 50% or greater) pain relief during the
temporary trial period in order to continue on in
the study and to receive a permanent implant.

Study Design
Baseline
All subjects completed baseline assessments
after giving informed consent and meeting

entry criteria, and within 30 days prior to any
surgical procedures. A medical history review
and brief physical examination were performed.
Subjects rated the average level of pain they had
experienced within the previous seven days, as
measured on a 10-cm VAS for pain (0 cm = no
pain, 10 cm = worst imaginable pain). The VAS
was used for pain assessment in this study due
to its straightforward nature, reproducibility, common use, and sensitivity to treatment effects (20).
Temporary Trial Period
All subjects underwent surgery to implant a
temporary trial Precision system. Briefly, one or
two percutaneous leads were inserted into the
epidural space as appropriate to produce paresthesia in painful areas, as determined clinically
by each implanting physician. Lead impedances
were tested to confirm electrical continuity of
the system, and the distal ends of the leads (or
lead extensions, if used) were externalized and
attached to an external trial stimulator (ETS).
The ETS was activated and programmed to
produce optimal pain-paresthesia overlap. Up
to four programs could be selected for use by
the subject at any time during the trial period.
Additionally, the intensity of the stimulation
could be adjusted or the stimulation could be
turned off. The ETS was worn outside of the
body for a minimum of 48 hours. At a follow-up
visit at the end of the temporary trial period,
subjects discussed their outcomes with their
physician; success was defined as a 50% or greater
reduction in pain from baseline during the trial
period. Average VAS scores for the time since
the last study visit, lead impedances, and stimulation parameter settings were recorded at the
activation and end of the temporary trial period.
Permanent Implantation and Activation
Permanent lead implantation involved either
replacing the temporary trial lead(s) and/or
extension(s) with permanent leads, or internalizing the leads used during the temporary trial,
thus making the trial leads permanent. Both
implantation techniques are considered standard
medical practice; which technique was used with
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each subject was at the implanting physician’s
discretion or as clinically indicated (21). Additionally, at permanent implantation, physicians
implanted single or dual percutaneous leads
based on the hardware needed to adequately
address individual subjects’ pain patterns. Lead(s)
were then tunneled subcutaneously to a surgically produced pocket for the IPG either at the
upper buttock or the abdominal wall. The leads
were connected to the IPG and all incisions were
surgically closed. Within 48 hours of implantation,
the IPG was activated. The IPG was programmed
to provide the optimal pain-paresthesia overlap
for each subject. IPG stimulation parameters,
lead impedances, and average VAS scores for the
time since the last study visit were recorded at
activation of the permanent SCS system.
Follow-up Visits
Activation of the IPG was counted as day 0 for
study purposes. Post-activation follow-up visits
were scheduled for two weeks, three months, six
months, and every six months thereafter until
study closure. Study procedures were the same
at each follow-up visit: average VAS scores over
the previous week (with and without stimulation)
were obtained, lead impedances were gathered,
and device settings were recorded.
Additional Visits
Unscheduled visits were possible at any time to
address possible adverse events (AEs), to reprogram the device for optimal therapy, or for any
other issues that could not be resolved in a
telephone consultation.
Addition, Reposition, or Replacement of a Lead
During the Clinical Study
During the course of the study, if any lead(s)
was/were implanted, repositioned or replaced,
follow-up timelines were then restarted. Pain
rating data gathered after surgical revisions
were analyzed as a separate subset.
Additional Therapy
Subjects were required to not participate in
other interventional therapies for pain manage-
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ment for the duration of the study. While changes
in medication dosing, either up or down, were
allowed, new prescriptions of pain medications
were required to be reported. Magnetic resonance
imaging procedures were contraindicated.

Data Management
All data were gathered on preprinted case report
forms. The forms were collected and their information verified at regularly scheduled monitoring visits to each site performed by sponsor
staff. In addition, continued compliance with
study procedures and regulatory requirements
was confirmed at each monitoring visit.
For all data, descriptive statistics were calculated including the number of observations,
mean, standard error of the mean, range, and
percent change. Analysis of pain rating data was
performed using two-tailed paired t-tests with
significance levels set at p = 0.05. A safety analysis
reflecting relatedness of AEs was performed by
examining the cumulative frequency of events
for all subjects from enrollment through withdrawal or study closure.

Results
Subjects
Demographics
A total of 65 subjects were enrolled. The sample
included 39 men (60%) and 26 women (40%).
The average age was 52.0 years (range: 28– 84
years old), and the average duration of chronic
pain symptoms was 6.4 years (range: < 1–29 years
old). The most common etiology of pain was
FBSS. Table 1 shows the demographics of all
enrolled subjects.
Subject Implants and Disposition
All 65 enrolled subjects underwent surgery for
implantation with temporary trial leads; of these,
49 subjects (75.3%) proceeded to subsequent
surgery for permanent implantation with the
Precision system. Two lead implantation techniques were used at permanent implantations;
20 subjects underwent replacement of leads
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TABLE 1. Demographics of All Enrolled Subjects Including Sex,
Age at Implant, Symptom Duration at Implant, and Etiology of Pain
Enrolled
subjects

Male
Female
Mean age at implant (years)
Mean symptom duration at implant (years)

39
26
52
6.4

60%
40%

Etiology
of pain

Failed back surgery syndrome (FBSS)
Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS)
Radiculopathy/neuropathy
Scoliosis, spinal stenosis
Amputation pain
Vascular disease
Unknown
Total

40*
9
4
1
1
1
9
65

62%
14%
6%
1%
1%
1%
14%
100%

*Three FBSS subjects each had one additional etiology of pain, although
FBSS was listed as the primary causative factor. The other complaints
were: postoperative pain, cauda equina syndrome, and coccydynia.

after the temporary trial, while 29 subjects had
their trial leads internalized. Most implanting
physicians used one implant technique or another.
We stratified the implanting technique by diagnosis, and found that approximately two-thirds
of the subjects with FBSS and other etiologies
of pain (68% and 62%, respectively) underwent
internalizations of their leads after the trial
period, while only a quarter of subjects with
CRPS (25%) did. No significant differences in
pain relief outcome based on permanent lead
implant techniques, however, were found at
any of the follow-up time points ( p > 0.05).
Additionally, we assessed the number of leads
that were used for each subject. Of the 49 permanently implanted subjects, 26 used two leads
and 23 used one lead. The majority of subjects
with CRPS (75%) and pain of other etiologies
(62%) underwent implantation with a single
lead, while most subjects with FBSS (68%)
received two leads. Four of the subjects originally underwent implantation with one lead
(two subjects with FBSS, one with CRPS, and
one with pain of unknown origins) had a subsequent surgical procedure to add a second
lead; this will be discussed in greater detail in a
later section.
At later time points, in particular the 12-month
and 18-month visits, fewer subjects completed
data collection activities. This diminution in
numbers was not due to subject withdrawal

(although 11 subjects withdrew from the study
following permanent implantation), but was
instead related to fulfillment of regulatory goals.
The study was opened on February 26, 2003,
and the study protocol called for permanently
implanted subjects to be followed at regular
intervals. On April 27, 2004, the Food and Drug
Administration granted Premarket Approval for
the device under study. A final study report was
submitted to the Food and Drug Administration
in December 2004, and the study was formally
closed shortly thereafter; thus, the study participation of enrolled subjects ended at that time.
Lower subject representation at extended time
points is therefore a reflection of study truncation, rather than loss to follow-up or intolerance
of the study therapy. Indeed, we compared the
withdrawal rates among the subjects implantated
early enough to theoretically reach the 12-month
point with the withdrawal rates among the
subjects who enrolled later and thus were not
able to participate at later time points. Ratios of
withdrawals to subjects were equal in both groups
(0.21 vs. 0.23). The present report describes
all follow-up data received via monitoring visits
through January 25, 2005. No additional data
were received after that date.

Pain Relief Outcomes During Trial Period
This section summarizes efficacy data obtained
during the trial period. All 65 enrolled subjects
underwent surgical procedures to place trial
leads in the epidural space. Following the trial
period, 16 subjects withdrew from the study and
49 subjects proceeded to surgery for a permanent Precision system. We will first present the
outcomes of the cohort that withdrew from the
study after the trial period. Next, we will summarize the effectiveness of stimulation during
the trial period for those subjects who proceeded to surgery for permanent implants. In
all analyses, baseline scores were calculated
independently for each cohort.
Subjects Not Proceeding to Permanent Implant
For the 16 subjects who withdrew from the study
after the trial period, the average baseline VAS
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TABLE 2. Effectiveness of Stimulation During the Trial Period for Subjects Who Did Not Proceed to Permanent Implant
VAS scores during trial period (N = 16)
Activation for temporary trial period
Visit
Average VAS score (±SEM)

End of temporary trial period

Baseline

Without paresthesia

With paresthesia

Without paresthesia

With paresthesia

7.47 (0.40)

8.28 (0.34)

3.95 (0.74)

8.02 (0.46)

5.86 (0.79)

Numbers of subjects experiencing improvement of VAS scores during stimulation

VAS score improvement
(with vs. without paresthesia)

Activation for temporary trial period

End of temporary trial period

Number of subjects

Number of subjects

90–100%
80–89%
70–79%
60–69%
50–59%
40–49%
30–39%
< 30%
Missing data

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
4
2

1

1
2
5
7

Paresthesia was associated with pain relief at all time points; however, seven subjects (50% of assessed subjects) achieved 50% or better relief of pain
at the activation of the temporary trial system, while only one subject (10% of assessed subjects) achieved 50% or better relief of pain at the end of the
temporary trial period.

score was 7.47 (± 0.40, standard error of the
mean [SEM]). Trial implant surgery was not
completed for two of the 16 subjects; at activation of the trial system for the remaining subjects, the average VAS score was 8.28 (± 0.34)
with stimulation off and 3.95 ( ± 0.74) with
stimulation on, a 52% average decrease in pain
scores between off and on. At the end of the
temporary trial period, a further five subjects
did not complete VAS scoring. Nonetheless,
the improvement in pain ratings was markedly
less: the average VAS score was 8.02 ( ± 0.46)
with stimulation off and 5.86 ( ± 0.79) with
stimulation on, a 32% average decrease in
pain scores.
We performed paired t-tests to determine
whether the stimulation-off VAS scores during
the temporary trial period varied from the
baseline VAS score. All pain ratings in the
absence of paresthesia were statistically comparable (p s > 0.10). At activation for the temporary
trial period, VAS scores with stimulation on
were significantly lower than the VAS scores
with stimulation off (p < 0.001). The VAS scores

with stimulation on also were lower than the
VAS scores at baseline ( p = 0.001). At the end of
the temporary trial period, VAS scores with stimulation on were significantly lower than the VAS
scores with stimulation off ( p = 0.033). Importantly, stimulation-on VAS scores at the end of
the temporary trial period did not vary significantly from baseline VAS scores (p > 0.05) for the
subjects who withdrew from the study after the
temporary trial period (Table 2 and Fig. 1).
The most common reason for withdrawal
in the temporary trial period was ineffective
therapy (9 of 16 subjects). Other cited reasons
for withdrawal included surgery ending early (two
subjects), medical decision to seek other forms
of treatment (one subject), subject/family
request (one subject), and dislike of paresthesia
(one subject). Two subjects withdrew from the
study in the trial period without citing a reason.
Subjects Proceeding to Permanent Implant after
Trial Period
Forty-nine of the 65 enrolled subjects (75.3%)
continued to permanent implant after the trial
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FIGURE 1. Trial period visual analog scale (VAS) scores with
paresthesia (Stim ON) and without paresthesia (Stim OFF)
at baseline, initial activation of the temporary trial leads
(Temporary Activation), and the follow-up visit at the end of
the trial (End of Temporary Trial) for the 16 subjects who did
not continue to permanent implant. Better pain relief with
paresthesia was observed at activation than at the end of
the temporary trial period. Column heights represent means
± standard error of the mean (SEM). Asterisks indicate
statistically significant differences between measurements;
* indicates a score significantly lower than Stim OFF at the
same visit, while ** denotes a score significantly lower than
Baseline.

FIGURE 2. Trial period visual analog scale (VAS) scores with
paresthesia (Stim ON) and without paresthesia (Stim OFF)
at baseline, initial activation of the trial leads (Temporary
Activation), and the follow-up visit at the end of the trial
(End of Temporary Trial) for the 49 subjects who continued
to permanent implant. Pain relief of 50% or more was
observed at activation and at the end of the temporary trial
period. Column heights represent means ± standard error
of the mean (SEM). Asterisks indicate statistically significant
differences between measurements; * indicates a score
significantly lower than Stim OFF at the same visit, while **
denotes a score significantly lower than Baseline.

stimulation. Below, we present pain ratings
(VAS) from these 49 subjects during the trial
period.
The average baseline VAS score was 7.97
(± 0.18). At the initial activation of the trial
system, the average VAS score was 8.18 (± 0.17)
with stimulation off and 3.20 (± 0.33) with
stimulation on, a 61% average decrease in pain
scores. The VAS scores of one subject were missing at this time point. At the end of the temporary trial, pain relief was again substantial:
the average VAS score was 7.92 (± 0.28) with
stimulation off and 2.64 (± 0.34) with stimulation on, a 67% average decrease in pain.
We performed paired t-tests to determine
whether the stimulation-off VAS scores during
the trial period varied from the baseline VAS
score. All pain ratings in the absence of paresthesia were statistically comparable (ps > 0.28).
At the activation visit for the temporary SCS
system, VAS scores with stimulation on were
significantly lower than the VAS scores with

stimulation off (p < 0.001). The VAS scores with
stimulation on also were lower than the VAS
scores at baseline (p < 0.001). At the end of the
temporary trial period, VAS scores with stimulation on were significantly lower than the VAS
scores with stimulation off (p < 0.001). The VAS
scores with stimulation on also were lower than
the VAS scores at baseline (p < 0.001). See
Table 3 and Fig. 2 for data summaries representing the trial period for subjects who later
received permanent implants.

Pain Relief Outcomes After Permanent
Implantation
After the temporary trial period, 49 subjects
went on to surgery for a permanent implant.
Subjects participated in the study for an average
of 10.9 months after activation: as described
in a previous section, the majority of subjects
ended their participation due to study closure,
not voluntary withdrawal. Below, we present
pain ratings (VAS) from these 49 subjects. Six of
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TABLE 3. Effectiveness of Stimulation During the Trial Period for Subjects Who Later Received a Permanent Implant
VAS scores during trial period (N = 49)
Activation for temporary trial period
Visit
Average VAS score (±SEM)

End of temporary trial period

Baseline

Without paresthesia

With paresthesia

Without paresthesia

With paresthesia

7.97 (0.18)

8.18 (0.17)

3.20 (0.33)

7.92 (0.28)

2.64 (0.34)

Numbers of subjects experiencing improvement of VAS scores during stimulation

VAS score improvement
(with vs. without paresthesia)
90–100%
80–89%
70–79%
60–69%
50–59%
40–49%
30–39%
< 30%
Missing Data

Activation for temporary trial period

End of temporary trial period

Number of subjects

Number of subjects

8
7
5
7
5
5
3
8
1

10
9
10
3
5
3
2
7

Thirty-two subjects (67% of assessed subjects) achieved 50% or better relief of pain at activation of the temporary system, and 37 subjects (75% of
assessed subjects) achieved 50% or better relief of pain at the end of the temporary trial period.

the 49 subjects underwent surgical revisions
of their permanent implants, after which the
study “clock” was reset. The data presented in
this section reflect VAS scores reported before
any revision surgeries. Outcomes after revisions
will be presented in a separate section.
The average baseline VAS score for the 49
subjects before surgery was 7.97 (± 0.18). At the
initial activation of the permanent system (N =
47), the average VAS score was 8.10 (± 0.26)
with stimulation off and 2.24 (± 0.28) with
stimulation on, a 72% average decrease in pain
scores. At the two-week follow-up visit (N = 47),
pain relief was again substantial: the average
VAS score was 8.39 (± 0.18) with stimulation
off and 2.52 (± 0.27) with stimulation on, a 70%
average decrease in pain. At the three-month
follow-up visit (N = 38), the average VAS score
was 8.10 (± 0.28) with stimulation off and 3.22
(± 0.33) with stimulation on, a 60% average
decrease in pain. At the six-month follow-up
visit (N = 34), the average VAS score was 8.28
(± 0.25) with stimulation off and 3.91 (± 0.43)
with stimulation on, a 53% average decrease in
pain. At the 12-month follow-up visit (N = 12),

the average VAS score was 8.30 (± 0.78) with
stimulation off and 2.23 (± 0.54) with stimulation on, a 73% average decrease in pain. At the
18-month follow-up visit (N = 4), the average
VAS score was 8.15 (± 0.89) with stimulation off
and 1.10 (± 0.56) with stimulation on, an 86%
average decrease in pain.
We performed paired t-tests to determine
whether the stimulation-off VAS scores after
permanent implant varied from the baseline
VAS score. All pain ratings in the absence of
paresthesia were statistically comparable (ps >
0.12). At all follow-up visits, including activation
of the permanent system, VAS scores during
stimulation were significantly lower than the
VAS scores with stimulation off, and also were
lower than the VAS scores at baseline (ps < 0.005).
See Table 4 and Fig. 3 for data summaries
representing the VAS data for subjects with
permanent implants.
Reasons for withdrawal after permanent
implant included ineffective therapy (2 of 11
subjects), an AE (two subjects), surgery ended
early (two subjects), and subject death (two
subjects). Other cited reasons for withdrawal
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TABLE 4. Effectiveness of Stimulation for Subjects With Permanent Implants
VAS scores with permanent implant (N = 49)
Permanent
activation
Visit
Average VAS
score (±SEM)

2-Week
follow-up

3-Month
follow-up

6-Month
follow-up

12-Month
follow-up

18-Month
follow-up

Baseline

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

7.97
(0.18)

8.10
(0.26)

2.24
(0.28)

8.39
(0.18)

2.52
(0.27)

8.10
(0.28)

3.22
(0.33)

8.28
(0.25)

3.91
(0.43)

8.30
(0.78)

2.23
(0.54)

8.15
(0.89)

1.10
(0.56)

Numbers of subjects experiencing improvement of VAS scores during stimulation
VAS score
improvement
(ON vs. OFF)
90 –100%
80 –89%
70 –79%
60 –69%
50 –59%
40 –49%
30 –39%
< 30%
Missing data

Baseline

Permanent
activation

2-Week
follow-up

12
9
7
3
7
5

8
11
6
10
5
1
3
3
2

4
2

3-Month
follow-up
4
4
7
1
6
4
4
11

6-Month
follow-up
3
7
5
3
6
3
6
16

12-Month
follow-up
3
2
2

18-Month
follow-up
2
2

2
1
37

45

VAS scores without paresthesia (OFF) and with paresthesia (ON) at each follow-up time point are shown. In summary, 50% or better relief of pain was
achieved by
• 38 (81% of the 47 assessed subjects) at activation of the permanent system,
• 40 (85% of the 47 assessed subjects) at the 2-week follow-up,
• 24 (63% of the 38 assessed subjects) at the 3-month follow-up,
• 18 (55% of the 33 assessed subjects) at the 6-month follow-up,
• 9 (75% of the 12 assessed subjects) at the 12-month follow-up, and
• 4 (100% of the 4 assessed subjects) at the 18-month follow-up.

included loss of contact with subject (one subject), subject noncompliance with study visits
(one subject), and subject/family request (one
subject).
Outcomes Following Revision Surgeries
Because the study “clock” was reset to day 0 if
a revision surgery was performed, only data
points prior to revision surgeries are included
in the above section. Here, we present summary
data for the subset of subjects undergoing revision surgery. All subjects continued in the study
for a minimum of three months following surgical revision. Six subjects required a total of nine
surgical revisions of their permanent implant.
Reasons for revision included the addition of
a second lead (N = 4), system replacement
(N = 2), lead revision following migration (N = 1),
IPG replacement (N = 1), and IPG reposition

(N = 1). Before revision surgery, the average
VAS score with stimulation off was 8.38 (± 0.20),
and 3.17 (± 0.40) with stimulation on. After
revision surgery, the average VAS score with
stimulation off was 8.32 (± 0.35), and 4.91
(± 0.58) with stimulation on. VAS scores were
averaged across all time points due to the variable duration between initial and revision surgeries across subjects. One subject withdrew
after revision surgery due to ineffective therapy,
while the other five subjects included in this subset continued to participate until study closure.
Reprogramming Sessions
There were 31 extraprotocol visits among the
49 permanently implanted subjects during the
course of the study that were explicitly described
for purposes of reprogramming (or “improve
program,” or “adjustment,” or the like). Some
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FIGURE 3. Visual analog scale (VAS) scores with paresthesia (Stim ON) and without paresthesia (Stim OFF) at baseline,
initial activation of the permanent system (Permanent Activation), and follow-up visits at 2 weeks, 3 months, 6 months,
12 months, and 18 months postactivation for those subjects with permanent implants. With paresthesia, pain was relieved by
50% or more at all follow-up time points. Column heights represent means ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Asterisks
indicate statistically significant differences between measurements; * indicates a score significantly lower than Stim OFF at
the same visit, while ** denotes a score significantly lower than Baseline.

subjects were reprogrammed more than once.
For the subjects requesting reprogramming,
the average VAS score with stimulation off was
8.46 (± 0.20). The average VAS score immediately
after reprogramming, with stimulation on, was
4.01 (± 0.51), a 53% average improvement in pain.
The difference in VAS scores between stimulation
off and stimulation on after reprogramming was
statistically significant (p < 0.001).

Adverse Events
In total, 40 AEs were reported across 31 subjects.
The overall incidence rate was 29.8%, based on
34 device-related AEs among 114 implants
(including 65 temporary and 49 permanent
implants). The duration of study participation
(i.e., from enrollment through last study visit)
was determined for each subject; in total, 41.5
patient-years were represented in this study.
The complication rate of device-related AEs
per patient-year was 0.82. The most common
AEs were lead migration (7%), brief uncomfortable stimulation (5%), and component failure
(4%; damaged leads noted at surgery before
implantation [N = 2], IPG failure to stimulate
[N = 1], and charger device malfunction [N = 1]).
Lead migration and component failure occurred

more often with permanent implants than temporary systems. Brief uncomfortable stimulation
was reported more often in temporary systems
than with permanent implants. In Table 5, we
describe all AEs that were related to the Precision SCS system and those that occurred without
relation to the device.
Two subjects died while enrolled in the study.
One subject died due to complications of a
broken hip. A second subject died in his sleep
and the toxicology evaluation was negative. Medical investigations determined that the deaths
were not related to the device, surgical procedure,
or study participation.

Discussion
Spinal cord stimulation has been used successfully
since 1967 (9). This investigational device exemption clinical trial used the Precision (Advanced
Bionics/Boston Scientific) system for spinal cord
stimulation to treat chronic, intractable pain of
the back and legs. Precision is a new SCS system
that utilizes up to 16 individually currentcontrolled contacts. Outcomes were tested with a
temporary system; following a successful trial in
which pain was relieved by 50% or more, subjects
underwent implantation with a permanent pulse
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TABLE 5. Summary of All Adverse Events (AEs) Occurring During the Study Based on Relation to the Device
AEs related to
device or procedure

Number
of events

Incidence rate
(of 114 implants;
65 trial, 49 permanent)

Temporary or
permanent
system

Lead migration

8

7.01%

Brief uncomfortable
stimulation
Component failure
(implanted device)
Infection

6

5.26%

4

3.51%

4

3.51%

Pain

3

2.63%

Cerebrospinal fluid leak

3

2.63%

2 Temporary;
1 permanent

Telemetry failure
(implanted device)
Telemetry failure
(external component)
Component failure
(external component)
Seroma

2

1.75%

2 Permanent

2

1.75%

2 Permanent

1

0.87%

1 Permanent

1

0.87%

1 Permanent

Seroma at incision site resolved over 3 months without
medical intervention.

Movement-related pain

1

0.87%

Temporary

Seizure

1

0.87%

Permanent

Nausea

1

0.87%

Permanent

Headache

1

0.87%

Temporary

Abstinence syndrome

1

0.87%

Permanent

Skin irritation

1

0.87%

Temporary

A subject experienced pain in the low back following activity,
and the surgeon explanted the lead.
Subject experienced a grand mal seizure due to changing
medications and dosage without medical supervision.
Subject experienced nausea, vomiting, headache, and chills
and was given antibiotic prophylaxis. Symptoms resolved
without further intervention.
Subject developed a daily headache and sought management
with primary care physician.
Subject discontinued all opioid medications without medical
supervision and developed a typical abstinence syndrome.
Symptoms resolved with the addition of opioids to her
medication regimen.
An allergy to the tape used to secure components to skin
resolved without medical intervention.

3
5
5
1
1
3
1
3
3

Temporary;
permanent
Temporary;
permanent
Temporary;
permanent
Temporary;
permanent
Permanent

Comments
All but one instance of migration was surgically revised.
One instance required IPG replacement. All others were
resolved with reprogramming or subject education.
Failed components were replaced during initial surgery
(2 instances), or requiring additional surgery (2 instances).
All instances were resolved with antibiotics; three instances
required hospitalization and explantation of system.
Two instances of pain at implant site were surgically resolved.
One instance of pain in a new location was resolved by
addition of a second lead.
Two instances resolved without medical intervention. In one
instance the surgery was aborted and the subject chose to
withdraw from the study.
Communication with IPG was restored via reprogramming or
relocation of IPG.
Remote control was replaced (1 instance), and system
reprogrammed (1 instance)
Charger system was replaced.

AEs not related to
device or procedure

Thirty-four device-related AEs were reported across 114 implants, an incidence rate of 29.8%.

generator. Subjects with permanent implants
were tracked for up to 18 months.

Subjects
The average age of the study’s subjects was
52 years old, and 60% were male. FBSS and
CRPS comprised 76% of subjects’ pain etiologies. Taken together, the subject cohort was
representative of the chronic pain population
and typical patients receiving SCS (22).

The study was initiated for the purpose of
fulfilling regulatory requirements for public
release of the Precision system. When the
requirements were met, the study was closed.
Because enrollment was graduated across sites,
subjects were at varying stages of study completion at the time of closure. At closure, 12 and
4 subjects had attained the temporally advanced
follow-up time points of 12 and 18 months,
respectively. Instead of attrition, the apparent
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diminution in participation at later time points was
an artifact of a hard cut-off for study activities.
Subjects participating at these later time points
were among the first to enroll in the study,
because the entire duration of the study was
approximately 22 months. Because inclusion
in the later time points was a function of enrollment date, it is unlikely that these data were
biased through a self-selection process by which
subjects with poor outcomes withdraw from the
study. It also should be noted that subjects
withdrawing from participation in the study did
not necessarily undergo device explantation.
Furthermore, it is commonly accepted that
the minimum clinically meaningful change for
chronic low back pain on a 0–10 VAS scale is
2 points (23). To detect a 2-point change with 90%
power, assuming a standard deviation of 1.25
(representative of this study), only five subjects
are needed. Thus, we are confident that the data
presented in the 12- and 18-month time points are
likely representative of the entire cohort (24).
Statistically detectable differences with small sample
sizes also indicate a large effect (25). Thus, we
assert that these time points contain statistically
defensible data. Nevertheless, we acknowledge
that small sample sizes are associated with lower
statistical power, and as such, the potential
for stringent hypothesis testing at the later time
points that included fewer subjects may be limited.
These data, in particular from the 18-month
follow-up, may thus be most conservatively viewed
as trend data suggestive of long-term therapy.
Further testing of the system at extended time
points is needed before definitive statements of
long-term efficacy can be made.

Outcomes of Trial
An SCS trial allows the patient and physician to
assess the benefits and safety of the therapy to
the individual before implantation of a permanent device (26). In most patients, SCS trials are
easy to perform, result in low morbidity, and
emulate the permanent application of the therapy. Additionally, an unsuccessful trial may be
terminated without significant risk through
simple lead removal (27). Forty-nine of 65 sub-
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jects proceeded to receive permanent implants,
a 75.3% success rate during the trial period.
This success rate is similar to published reports
(e.g., 85% of a sample of 254; 80% of a sample
of 410; 80% of a sample of 235) (22,28,29).
Sixteen of the 65 enrolled subjects (24.6%)
elected to withdraw from the study after the trial
period. The individual outcome of each subject,
not group outcomes, predicated his or her choice
to withdraw. Eleven of the 16 withdrawing subjects
(68.7%) cited inadequate, or dislike for, therapy
with SCS during the trial period as the primary
reason for withdrawal. Indeed, only one of the
withdrawing subjects achieved 50% or greater
pain relief during the trial period and still chose
to discontinue his or her SCS treatment. Indeed,
as summarized in Figs 1 and 2, despite initially good
pain relief in both groups, those that withdrew
after the trial had worse outcomes by the end of the
trial than those who proceeded to permanent
implant. The underlying cause of inadequate
therapy for some subjects, whether related to
the stimulation, lead placement, or some other
mechanism, is unclear. For a review of the bases
of SCS efficacy, see Oakley and Prager (2002) or
Linderoth and Foreman (2006) (28,30).

Implantation Techniques
About 60% of the 49 permanently implanted
subjects underwent surgical internalization of the
leads after the temporary trial, while the remainder
of subjects had their leads replaced. Removing and
replacing temporary leads may create extensive
fibrotic changes and concomitant resistivity
variability within the epidural space (31). Alternately,
internalizing leads after the trial necessitates a
more extensive surgical implantation procedure at
temporary trial lead placement than if percutaneous
leads are removed and replaced. More than 50%
of subjects underwent implantation with two
leads at permanent implant; of those receiving
only one lead, four subjects underwent a subsequent
procedure to implant a second lead. It is not clear
from the data gathered during the study the
rationale of the implanters for having placed one
vs. two leads. However, the majority of subjects
with CRPS and pain of other etiologies received
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one lead, while most subjects with FBSS received
two leads. It is possible that subjects with CRPS and
other pain (including nonspecific neuropathy
and amputation pain) may have experienced
primarily unilateral pain, which could be adequately
managed with a single lead. Subjects with FBSS,
on the other hand, may have experienced pain
on both sides of their body and required two
leads. The subsequent placement of a second
lead in four subjects may indicate that these
subjects’ painful areas were inadequately
covered by the paresthesia generated by a
single lead, or that a progression of their pain
symptoms enlarged their painful areas. However, we acknowledge that while the etiology of
pain may account for some physicians’ choices
of implantation technique, this remains an
assumption without confirmation from the
implanters. Regardless, contradictory evidence
in published reports shows better, or worse,
clinical outcomes with a single lead compared
to dual leads (32,33). Ultimately, the choice of
one vs. two leads may be determined simply by
the degree of pain-paresthesia overlap attainable
with the available hardware, anatomical limitations, and/or a programmer’s skill at achieving
coverage.

Outcomes After Permanent Implantation
Forty-nine of the 65 enrolled subjects received a
permanent Precision SCS implant. After permanent implant, subjects were followed up at
2 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, and
18 months postactivation. At all time points,
average stimulation-on VAS scores were significantly better than both average stimulation-off
VAS scores (within time points) and average
baseline VAS scores. The majority of subjects
experienced good pain relief. At each follow-up
interval, the percentage of assessed subjects
experiencing 50% or better reduction in pain
was between 55% and 100%. Other published
articles report similar levels of pain relief in
60–74% of subjects (29,34). On average, subjects reported that their pain was relieved by
between 53% at six months postactivation and
86% at 18 months postactivation. In fact, 10–

20% of assessed subjects experienced relief of
more than 90% of their pain. During the course
of the study, only two permanently implanted
subjects withdrew from the study due to inadequate pain relief.

Reprogramming and Revisions
Six subjects required a total of nine revision
surgeries after permanent implantation. Surgical revision is a known complication with any
SCS system. In this study, most revisions were
for the purpose of adding a second lead. As
noted above, the etiology of pain may have contributed to the implanters’ medical decision to
implant one vs. two leads. Ultimately, however,
investigators in this study were given considerable leeway in their surgical technique in order
to provide the best therapy for a particular
subject’s pain pattern. North et al. (2005) have
identified clinical benefits and lower amplitude
requirements when using a single midline lead,
and a recent modeling study showed that single
leads are likely to recruit more fibers in the
dorsal column than dual leads (19,35). However, dual leads may better compensate for
imprecise lead placement or migration within
the epidural space (32). In this study, lead
migration was cited only once as a reason to
restart the study clock. We observed three cases
in which the IPG was replaced due to telemetry,
stimulation, or location problems. Importantly,
we observed no instances of lead breakage or
battery failure. Overall, the revision rate of this
study is within published values (29).
Reprogramming also is expected during
treatment with SCS. Coverage patterns may
change over time due to minor shifts in lead
placement or fibrous tissue encapsulation of the
lead that may be uneven and cause different
impedance values at each contact (36). Lead
impedance also may be affected by lead location
and cerebrospinal fluid layer thickness (37).
Reprogramming involves recapture of the
painful areas by programming contacts as anodes,
cathodes, or off, as needed. Subjects who
requested reprogramming rated their pain as
53% relieved with stimulation immediately after
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reprogramming. Surgery was undertaken only if
reprogramming was found to be inadequate to
regain the concordant paresthesia necessary
for stimulation efficacy. The subset of subjects
undergoing revision surgery experienced 36%
pain relief after the procedure. These findings
indicate that patients can reasonably expect
clinically meaningful relief of pain, even if
complications necessitate reprogramming and
revisions.

Adverse Events
A total of 34 device-related AEs were reported
across 114 implants (65 trial and 49 permanent;
29.8%). This study included 41.5 patient-years
and the rate of device-related AEs per patientyear was 0.82, suggesting that a typical patient
may expect to experience less than one devicerelated complication per year of device use.
Lead migration, uncomfortable stimulation,
and component failure were the most common
adverse events observed during this clinical
trial. All are known complications of SCS systems and are well-documented in the medical
literature (11). Complication rates observed in
this study were similar to, or lower than, complication rates observed in recent retrospective
analyses of SCS failure modes (38,39). Deviceor procedure-related adverse events were not
life-threatening and were resolved with either
standard medical care, reprogramming of the
device, or, in some cases, surgical revision. In
only one case was subject withdrawal a direct
result of an adverse event. Other documented
device- or procedure-related complications
during this clinical study were telemetry failure,
infection, pain (at implant site, and development of new painful areas), cerebrospinal fluid
leak, and seroma. Lead breakage, hematoma,
paralysis, and skin erosion were not observed
during this clinical study, nor were any serious
complications such as spinal cord compression
or injury, or life-threatening infection.
Eight lead migrations were reported, an incidence rate of 7%. This incidence rate is similar
to the published rate of migrations across the
literature (3–12% with percutaneous leads)
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(29,35,40). While the design of percutaneous
leads allows for easy placement of the leads into
the epidural space based on feedback from the
conscious subject, these leads also are more
prone to migration than surgical leads, either
over time or as a result of sudden flexing of the
spine. This can change the location and nature
of paresthesia and the required stimulation
intensity, both of which can require reprogramming of the device and/or surgical correction.
However, the advent of multicontact leads has
significantly reduced the rates of migration
(26). Device migration or failure also can be
caused by changes in the tensile load on the
lead between the anchor and the IPG during
movement of the spine, whether through flexion/
extension or twisting motion. It is important
to note that in this study, lead damage or in vivo
lead fracture were not observed.
Four instances of infections were reported;
this 3.5% incidence rate is consistent with the
literature, which ranges between 2.5% and 9%
(41). As with most infections that occur as a
result of an SCS implantation, infections during
this clinical study were resolved either with antibiotic therapy or with the removal of the SCS
unit followed by antibiotic therapy. A previous
analysis of 114 cases of infections with SCS
systems indicated that 40% were treated with
antibiotics, and SCS components were partially
or completely explanted in 94% of cases. Treatments undertaken for infections in this study
were similar to those used in standard clinical
practice (41). We observed cerebrospinal fluid
leaks three times during the course of the study
(2.6%); dural punctures were diagnosed by the
presence of a wet tap and/or severe positional
headaches. Dural puncture is a risk with any
epidural procedure: epidural anesthesia administration carries a 2.8–8.7% risk of postdural
puncture headache, depending on the technique and needle used (42). Pain at the implant
site also is a possible risk with this type of procedure, and was observed in 2.6% of cases in this
study. Whenever there is a disruption of body
tissue, temporary pain due to the healing process results. Implant site pain is reported in
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the literature as more commonly occurring in
patients suffering from CRPS; however, none of
the subjects reporting such pain in this study
suffered from CRPS (43).

Limitations and Future Directions
A recent review of SCS literature strongly
encourages the adoption of thoughtful study
design and endpoints for future studies (44).
We suggest that future study designs include
bias-reduction strategies, measures of painparesthesia overlap, and nonpain outcomes
measures.
Clinical data may be biased if the person
collecting the data also is responsible for providing subjects with therapy; subjects may feel
compelled to modify their answers to “please”
the clinician. It has been demonstrated, for
instance, that patients report different outcomes
to their physician as compared to a disinterested third-party (45). Thus, a possible source
of bias may exist in this study because VAS
scores were recorded by research/nursing staff
at each of the investigational sites. Although this
person was trained according to Good Clinical
Practice guidelines and did not influence medical care to the same degree as the subjects’
physician, it is possible that their involvement in
the study may have influenced subject reports.
Indeed, biased clinician statements readily
induce group differences in pain reports (46).
Data collection by a disinterested third party,
never involved in patient care, has been implemented in some well-designed pain studies, and
we support this design inclusion as a compelling
means of reducing bias (32).
Overlap of pain and paresthesia with SCS is
significantly correlated with pain relief (35,47).
This study did not record the location of paresthesias produced by stimulation, although
investigators employed standard medical practices for SCS therapy that optimize the overlap.
In future studies, we believe it is important to
assess whether paresthetic sensations cover the
painful areas; it is likely that patients with good
overlap will experience better outcomes. Similarly, VAS ratings were global and made no

distinction between back pain, leg pain, etc.
Although the effect of stimulation on global
VAS was marked, it may have been more informative to distinguish the location of pain (48).
Furthermore, it is possible that limiting the
inclusion criteria to a single diagnosis, rather
than the variety of diagnoses in this study, may
provide more homogeneous data. We are preparing a subsequent analysis of these data that
will individually assess outcomes in homogeneous subject populations. Outcomes of these
analyses will be discussed in a future published
report.
Relief from chronic neuropathic pain can
improve many aspects of a patient’s life including psychologic function, disability, self-care,
social interactions, and work status (49). For
instance, subjects treated with neuromodulation
often report being able to reduce or altogether
stop their pain medication consumption (27,50).
In fact, one reported adverse event in this study
was due to abstinence syndrome following complete cessation of opioid medications; clearly,
medication intake was significantly reduced for
that subject. Due to the average 50 – 80% reduction in pain across subjects, we hypothesize that
many subjects in this study may have reduced
their pain medication intake after implantation.
Reducing narcotic consumption has many implications for improving a patient’s psychologic
state (50). We recommend that future studies
include assessment of concomitant medications,
and measures of quality of life, including activities
of daily living.

Conclusions
Spinal cord stimulation is a minimally invasive
therapy for pain when compared to conventional
surgical techniques. Relative to ablative neurosurgical pain procedures, SCS is remarkably benign.
Furthermore, it is completely reversible because
stimulation can be turned off at any time, and the
device can be explanted through a minor surgical
procedure. The results of this clinical trial illustrate
that spinal cord stimulation with the Advanced
Bionics/Boston Scientific Precision system is safe
and highly effective for Boston scientific a majority
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of subjects across etiologies of pain, including
FBSS and CRPS. The Precision system provides
substantial benefits for patients with chronic
pain and is likely to provide pain relief for those
in whom conventional therapies have failed.
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